SOUTH SHORE EXHIBITION

Prize Book

July 25 – July 30, 2017
**South Shore Exhibition**

50 EXHIBITION DRIVE, BOX 20083 RPO
BRIDGEWATER, NS B4V 3W3
Ph: 902 543-3341  Fax: 902 527-1890
e-mail: bigex@ns.aliantzinc.ca  website: www.thebigex.com

**2017 EXECUTIVE & BOARD OF DIRECTORS**

Herbie Eagle – President  Angie Brown – 1st Vice President
Robert Wentzell – 2nd Vice President  Cyril McInnis – Treasurer  Tommy Mailman - Secretary
Roddie Benoit, Wade Bruhm, Emilie Hayward, Richard Himmelman,
Tylor Hurlburt, Paul Olmstead, Richard Pernette, Greg Rodenhizer
Manager – Gwen Olmstead
Office Administrator – Jeanette Penney

**REGULAR OFFICE HOURS**

PRE-EXHIBITION WEEK - Monday to Saturday, 8:30 am to 4:30 pm.,
Sunday July 23, 8:00 am to 6:00 pm, Monday July 24, 8:00 am to 9:00 pm
EXHIBITION WEEK - Tuesday July 25 to Saturday July 29 - 8:00 am to 9:00 pm
Sunday July 30 - 8:00 am to 6:00 pm

**GROUNDS & BUILDING HOURS**

EXHIBITION WEEK – Main Ticket Entrance and Grounds are open daily
Tuesday to Saturday – 8:00 am to 11:00 pm, Sunday from 8:00 am to 5:00 pm
Livestock Buildings are open daily 8am to 11pm.  **CLOSING SUNDAY AT 1:00 PM**
Poultry Barn and Kids Petting Barn open 12:00 noon to 10:00 pm. – Daily, Sunday 11 am to 5pm
Main Building -Tuesday to Saturday 12:00 noon to 11:00 p.m., Sunday 12:00 noon to 5:00 pm
Midway - Tuesday 4:00 pm to 12 midnight, Wednesday – Saturday 12 noon to 12 midnight (weather permitting)
Sunday 12 noon to 5:00 pm

**ARTS AND CRAFTS HOURS**

Tuesday, 2:00 pm to 11:00 pm, Wednesday to Saturday 12 noon to 11:00 pm
Sunday 12 noon to 3 pm, (4:00 pm to 5:00 pm pick-up)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2017 – ADMISSIONS (HST included)</th>
<th>CHILD (8-12)</th>
<th>ADULT (13 &amp; up))</th>
<th>SENIORS (60 &amp; OVER)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TUESDAY</td>
<td>$ 7.00</td>
<td>$ 8.00</td>
<td>$ 7.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEDNESDAY</td>
<td>$ 7.00</td>
<td>$ 8.00</td>
<td>$ 7.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THURSDAY</td>
<td>$ 7.00</td>
<td>$ 8.00</td>
<td>$ 7.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRIDAY</td>
<td>$ 7.00</td>
<td>$ 10.00</td>
<td>$ 9.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SATURDAY</td>
<td>$ 7.00</td>
<td>$ 15.00</td>
<td>$ 13.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUNDAY</td>
<td>$ 7.00</td>
<td>$ 8.00</td>
<td>$ 7.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YOUR BEST VALUE WEEKLY BRACELET</td>
<td>$ 25.00</td>
<td>$ 35.00</td>
<td>$ 30.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**KID’S DAY - WEDNESDAY, JULY 26 – ALL CHILDREN 12 & UNDER FREE ADMISSION WHEN ACCOMPANIED BY AN ADULT**

**WEEKLY PUNCH PASS - $40.00**
IMPORTANT NOTICES- 2017

***Harness Classes for pulling horses and Show Classes for oxen will be held on Monday, July 24, 2017 starting at 6:30***

1. **LIVESTOCK DEPARTURE TIME** - The animals will be permitted to leave the Exhibition grounds starting at 1:00 pm on Sunday. This will be done in an orderly fashion one barn at a time. All exhibitors will load their animals behind the barns and will exit via the back gate. All barns will be closed (front doors) to the public at 1:00 pm with the exception of the poultry barn and petting zoo. No general public will be permitted behind the barns after 1:00 pm on Sunday. Exhibitors wishing to stay until 5:00 pm may do so but the front barn doors will remain closed. Your full co-operation in implementing this departure time would be greatly appreciated. **NO STOCK TRAILERS/TRUCKS WILL BE PERMITTED TO ENTER THE GROUNDS, AND NO ANIMALS WILL BE PERMITTED TO LEAVE THE GROUNDS PRIOR TO 1:00 PM ON SUNDAY.**

2. **RANDOM DRUG TESTING** - Random drug testing can be done at the South Shore Exhibition on any or all livestock. When becoming an exhibitor and participating in the South Shore Exhibition you automatically agree to allowing your animal to be tested, if required. Drug tests are performed by a licensed veterinary and proper protocol will be followed. When the veterinary performs the test, there will be an Exhibition Director present to assure proper procedures are followed and the Director will have a copy of the protocol for the exhibitors viewing at that time. The veterinary will be allowed a maximum of 3 attempts to draw blood for the animal being tested after which time the test will be deemed incomplete. The exhibitor must be present during the testing procedure. **Drug testing will be carried out randomly on any horses or oxen participating in competitions where speed or excessive strength is required.** The exhibitor of an animal being tested will have their prize check held until the blood test results are received. The blood samples will be sent in directly after the last test is complete. The results should be received within 2 to 3 weeks. A blood sample found to contain a banned substance will result in the owner and/or exhibitor being barred from any future participation at the South Shore Exhibition for no less than five (5) years and their prize money forfeited.

**Caffeine and Lasix’s continue to be included to the list of banned substances**

3. Pulling Horses and Show Horses were permitted to crossover providing they have the proper equipment and clothing. There will be no waiting for crossover entries in either pulls or show classes. For more information regarding proper clothing and equipment for pullers to participate in Show Classes, please contact the show horse director. Problems arising will be dealt with as they occur. The safety of all participants will be the number one priority of the Directors in charge and the Show Judge. Their decisions will be final.

4. **EXHIBITOR PARKING** - Please be advised that NO STOCK TRAILERS OR ANY OTHER TYPE OF TRAILER WILL BE PERMITTED IN THE EXHIBITOR PARKING AREA. Only ton trucks, ½ ton trucks, cars and vans will be permitted. All trailers must be taken down to the lower parking lot after unloading. (See Parking – directly after the General Rules and Regulations for more information.)

5. **WEIGH-IN** - Weigh-in for pulling horses and oxen will take place on Monday, July 24th. For safety reasons, weigh-in will be broken down as follows: pulling horses will be weighed from 12 noon to 2:00 pm. Oxen will be weighed in from 2:00 pm to 4:00 p.m. There is no check weight for oxen; horses will be allowed only one check weight; the second weight you must take. **Oxen and Pulling Horses must be on the grounds by 4:00 pm on July 24, 2017.**
6. ENTRY REQUIREMENTS - All persons wishing to exhibit at the South Shore Exhibition must submit to the office no later than 4:30 p.m., FRIDAY, JUNE 30, 2017, an entry form properly completed. All entry forms must be accompanied by the required entry fees or the entry will not be accepted. Post-dated cheques will not be accepted. There will be a 10% administration fee placed on any cancellation. The $6.00 per animal entry fee is not refundable. Late entries will be accepted only at the discretion of the Director in charge.

7. SAFETY REGULATIONS - A safety rope which must be ½” to 5/8” must be placed behind all horses tied tightly on all straight stalls. All pulling horses are to be led to the pulling ring individually and hitched to the appropriate gear only once they are inside. After a competition, all horses must be separated and lead individually back to the barn. All scooting is to be done inside the Plaza A and B rings at designated times. Absolutely NO scooting is permitted anywhere else on the grounds except for inside the ring with the gates closed.

8. INSURANCE REQUIREMENTS - All Livestock Exhibitors are required to carry a minimum of $1,000,000 of Liability Insurance. Your insurance card or photocopy of your policy is required at weigh-in or are to be included with your entry forms.

9. EAR TAG REQUIREMENTS - The Canadian Food Inspection Agency requires that all cattle/oxen, pigs & sheep must be tagged before they leave their farm of origin. The Exhibition has been instructed to, and will refuse entry of any untagged animal.

SOUTH SHORE EXHIBITION 2017
GENERAL RULES & REGULATIONS
(FOR ALL LIVESTOCK)
HST #123630832 (All prices include HST if applicable)
Entry Fees are paid out in Prize Money, so they are HST Exempt.

1. The general rules and regulations which are applicable are automatically agreed to by each exhibitor at the Exhibition.

2. EXHIBITORS CAUSING A DISTURBANCE **BY ORDER OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS any exhibitor found to be causing a disturbance, acting inappropriately, or acting in a manner unbecoming to an exhibitor, will be disqualified and asked to leave the Exhibition immediately. This action will result in forfeiting any prize money owed, and such exhibitor will be barred from further participation for a period of 3 years.

3. THE EXHIBITION GROUNDS WILL BE OPEN ON SATURDAY, THREE DAYS BEFORE THE START OF THE EXHIBITION, FOR THE RECEPTION OF LIVESTOCK. ALL LIVESTOCK MUST BE ON THE GROUNDS BY MONDAY, 6:00 PM, JULY 24th (Pulling Horses & Oxen by 4:00 pm) SCALES ARE OPEN MONDAY JULY 24th from NOON TO 4 PM. Ear tags on oxen, beef & dairy cattle are required and proof of liability insurance for all participating livestock is required upon entering. Livestock must remain in stalls or designated areas until 1:00 pm on Sunday July 30. Stalls must be cleaned before departure. All manure must be removed from the barns and placed in the manure pit. Your full co-operation is required.

4. Prize money may be reduced up to 50% at the discretion of the Directors in the event of reduced income due to bad weather or other reasons.
5. Where, in the opinion of the Management, an insufficient number of exhibits are entered in any one Class or Section, then that Class or Section may be cancelled. If the exhibits are of low quality, then prizes may not be awarded or may be reduced in value.

6. Exhibitors of animals, machinery in motion, and other exhibits liable to occasional accidents, injury or damage to persons coming in contact with them shall guard their exhibits and protect the public from coming in contact therewith, and every such Exhibitor does hereby indemnify the South Shore Exhibition from and against all claims, demands, costs, charges and expenses which it may incur, suffer, or be put to by reason of any accident, or of any persons being injured or suffering damage through or by reason of any such exhibit not being properly guarded or the public not being properly protected from them. The Exhibition is not responsible for any accidents incurred by livestock and Exhibitors while using the Exhibition facilities. **LIVESTOCK EXHIBITORS ARE REMINDED THAT LIABILITY INSURANCE IS AVAILABLE FROM YOUR INSURANCE COMPANY. IT IS NECESSARY TO CARRY SUCH INSURANCE. ANY ACCIDENT INVOLVING AN EXHIBITOR OR EXHIBIT MUST BE REPORTED NO LATER THAN 4 HOURS AFTER ACCIDENT TO THE MANAGER OF THE EXHIBITION, AND/OR OFFICE.**

7. The South Shore Exhibition, its employees, agents or servants, shall not be liable for any loss to an Exhibitor, his or her employees, agents or servants, which may be occasioned by fire, accident, condition of structure or the negligence of other Exhibitors or Officials or otherwise whosoever.

8. **ALL PERSONS WISHING TO EXHIBIT AT THE SOUTH SHORE EXHIBITION MUST SUBMIT TO THE OFFICE NO LATER THAN 4:30 p.m., FRIDAY, JUNE 30, 2017 AN ENTRY FORM PROPERLY COMPLETED. (ALL ENTRY FORMS MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY THE REQUIRED ENTRY FEES AND PROOF OF INSURANCE OR THE ENTRY WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED).** Post-dated cheques will not be accepted. There will be a 10% administration fee placed on any cancellation. **Late entries will be accepted only at the discretion of the Director in charge. The $6.00 entry fee per animal is non-refundable.**

9. All livestock on the grounds must be competitively entered in its appropriate class, except for special events approved by the Board of Directors. Any un-entered livestock will be prohibited from the grounds.

10. Articles or animals entered shall not be removed from the assigned space without permission prior to 1:00 pm on Sunday July 30, 2017. Disregard for this regulation may cause forfeiture of any prize money that may have been won and Exhibitors may be barred from future Exhibitions. Any article left in the buildings or on the grounds after the close of the Exhibition (Sunday, July 30, at 5:00 pm) shall be entirely at the owner's risk.

11. The Commission has the power to have any exhibit, that is, in their opinion of inferior quality, removed from the grounds. The Exhibition is not responsible for the health of livestock or poultry or for any sickness which may be incurred by livestock or poultry during or after the Exhibition. Also, the **Director in charge of any section has the right to refuse any animal considered to be dangerous to the safety of all.**

12. An Exhibitor breaking any of these regulations shall forfeit all or any prizes that may have been awarded him/her. Any person who shall attempt to interfere with the Judges while in discharge of their duties or shall attempt to influence their decisions by his presence or remarks, or shall afterwards, within the limits of the Exhibition Grounds, use any contemptuous or abusive language in consequence of any award made, shall forfeit his right to any prize money and may be also dealt with as the Commission may determine.

13. Any Exhibitor who may feel aggrieved in the consequence of irregularity is requested to draw the attention of the Commission to such, without entering into any discussion apt to cause hindrance or distraction. Should he not receive sufficient redress on the spot, he must nevertheless, abide by the decision given.

14. **In case of protest, verbal notice must be given to the Secretary within two hours after the close of judging for the Class. Written statements, setting forth the reason for protesting, must be filed with the Secretary on the day the foregoing notice is given and must be accompanied by a deposit of $10.00, which amount shall be forfeited if the protest is not sustained by the Commission.**
15. Livestock is not permitted beyond the Plaza Show ring area - it must be kept within the barn and Show ring area.

16. PLEASE NOTE THE FOLLOWING: (A) PREFERENCE WILL BE GIVEN TO EXHIBITORS FROM PREVIOUS YEARS DEPENDING ON NUMBER OF CLASSES, ANIMAL(S) ENTERED AND NUMBER OF ANIMALS ENTERED. (B) PREFERENCE WILL BE GIVEN TO NEW SOUTH SHORE AREA EXHIBITORS DEPENDING ON NUMBER OF CLASSES AND ANIMAL(S) ENTERED IN. (C) ENTRIES WILL BE ACCEPTED FROM OUTSIDE AREA DEPENDING ON NUMBER OF ANIMALS ENTERED. (D) ANY ANIMALS FICTITIOUSLY ENTERED IN NUMEROUS CLASSES, BUT NOT SHOWN DURING WEEK MAY BE BARRED IN FUTURE YEARS. THE ABOVE CRITERIA FORMS THE BASIS BY WHICH THE DIRECTORS IN CHARGE OF EACH LIVESTOCK DEPARTMENT ACCEPT ENTRIES IN THE EVENT OF OVER-CROWDING ALTHOUGH NOT NECESSARILY EXCLUSIVELY. IE: CONDITION OF PROPOSED ENTRIES AND SAFETY OF THESE ENTRIES, ETC.

17. EXHIBITORS AND ATTENDANTS MUST NOT SMOKE IN BARNs.

18. Sawdust will be provided by the Exhibition for bedding. Manure and waste bedding must be placed in the designated manure pits. MANAGEMENT REQUIRES THAT ALL EXHIBITORS REMOVE BEDDING AND OTHER REFUSE FROM INDIVIDUAL STALLS. BEFORE DEPARTURE ON SUNDAY, MANURE MUST BE PUSHED TO THE CENTRE OF THE WALKING AREA. IF THESE RULES ARE NOT ADHERED TO, THE EXHIBITION MAY HOLD PRIZE MONEY AT THE DISCRETION OF THE DIRECTOR IN CHARGE.

19. Ample supplies of water are available for watering and washing of livestock. Exhibitors are encouraged to refrain from wastage of water by leaving taps or valves running when not in use.

20. All Ribbons won during Exhibition week must be displayed by the Exhibitor during the term of the Exhibition. Only those won this year should be displayed.

21. The Judge, Director or Manager has the right to disqualify anyone he/she feels is under the influence of drugs or alcohol.

22. No “lean-to” or canopy is to be added to any barn, building, etc. and no one is allowed to make additions or alterations to existing stalls without approval.

23. No exhibitor, family member, or friend is permitted in the Show ring area during a scheduled event unless you are the exhibitor and any permitted helper.

24. Do not block doorways with chairs, benches, etc. so that livestock, exhibitors, and the public are not impeded in any way.

25. It is an offence to have open liquor in a public place such as an Exhibition. PLEASE refrain from showing open bottles, empty or full, in public. This is a family Show.

PARKING
LIVESTOCK EXHIBITORS PARKING: $15.00 (HST included) Drivers of vehicles with an exhibitor parking tag, and all passengers, must be wearing a wrist band in order to enter the grounds. Exhibitors are to use the back entrance when travelling to the Exhibitor Parking area. RESERVATIONS CAN ONLY BE MADE BY PAYING IN ADVANCE, AND A VALID FORM AND NUMBER MUST BE ISSUED.
**IMPORTANT** Please be advised that NO STOCK TRAILERS OR ANY OTHER TYPE OF TRAILER WILL BE PERMITTED IN THE EXHIBITOR PARKING AREA. Only ton trucks, ½ ton trucks, cars and vans will be permitted. All trailers must be taken down to the lower parking lot after unloading. PLEASE NOTE THAT VEHICLES ILLEGALLY PARKED ON THE GROUNDS WILL BE TOWED AWAY AT THE OWNER’S EXPENSE AND WITHOUT ANY PRIOR NOTIFICATION. VEHICLES PARKED IN THE EXHIBITORS PARKING ARE AT THE OWNERS RISK. THE EXHIBITION WILL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR LOSS OR DAMAGE. NOTHING IS TO BE PARKED BETWEEN BARNs, BETWEEN ENTRANCES, OR IN EXIT WAYS. For safety reasons, all vehicles using the exhibitor parking area will be entering and exiting the parking lot via the new back entrance.

A livestock exhibitors parking form must be completed for every vehicle entering this parking area. All vehicles must have clearly displayed a NUMERED VEHICLE TAG. A RESERVED NUMBERED PARKING SPACES WILL BE SOLD TO LIVESTOCK EXHIBITORS ONLY, FOR PARKING IN AN AREA SOUTH OF THE CATTLE BARNs, AT $15.00 EACH. Due to the limited number of spaces, these parking spots will be sold on a first-come, first-serve basis.

THE EXHIBITION MANAGEMENT HAS BEEN EXPERIENCING DIFFICULTY WITH TRAFFIC ON THE GROUNDS AND IT IS A GREAT ANNOYANCE TO OUR PATRONS. VEHICLES MUST BE DRIVEN IN A PRUDENT MANNER AND NEVER SHOULD PROCEED ON THE ROADWAY BETWEEN THE MAIN BUILDING AND THE MIDWAY. SPEED LIMIT IS 10 KM PER HR. ALL VEHICLES, EXCEPT FOR EMERGENCY, SHOULD BE OFF THE GROUNDS BY 12:00 NOON. EXHIBITORS ARE ASKED TO USE THE NEW BACK EXIT FOR ENTERING AND LEAVING THE EXHIBITOR PARKING LOT.

**HAY** - It is our intention to again offer top quality hay for sale. This hay will be available at market prices, from each director. The shed is located between the scale house and the show horse barn.

**WEIGH-IN SCALES** - Livestock will be weighed on Digital Read-Out Scales, with the weights visible to exhibitors and the general public. All pulling horses and oxen are required to be weighed-in Monday, July 24, 2017, BETWEEN 12 NOON AND 4 PM. For safety reasons, weigh-in will be broken down as follows: Pulling Horses will be weighed-in from 12 noon to 2:00 pm. Oxen will be weighed-in from 2:00 pm to 4:00 p.m. Only pulling horses are allowed one check weight, the second weight must be taken. No check weight for oxen.

**TRAILER PARK**

Trailer Park facilities are available to Livestock Exhibitors on a first come basis at $60.00 plus tax for the week, which includes space for one vehicle (if there is room), and should be payable in advance with your entry form. Spaces will be 18 ft. wide, providing space for a trailer, and car or half-ton truck. When applying for trailer space, please advise the length of the trailer. Livestock Exhibitors in the Trailer Park will be issued ONE Trailer Vehicle Pass per trailer space. Vehicle passes must be attached to windshield of vehicle. LIVESTOCK EXHIBITORS TRAILERS ARE TO ARRIVE ON THE GROUNDS NO EARLIER THAN THE FRIDAY BEFORE EXHIBITION. IF ARRIVAL IS NECESSARY BEFORE FRIDAY AN EXTRA CHARGE OF $10 PER DAY WILL BE CHARGED IF THE UNIT IS PLUGGED IN. (If arrival before is necessary, please contact Exhibition Office.) The non-exhibitor rate is $20 per night or $100 for the week. Again, this year, a truck will be around every other morning (Tuesday, Thursday & Saturday) to dump any waste tanks. Please make arrangements and pay at the office for this service.

**ABSOLUTELY NO AIR CONDITIONERS ARE TO BE USED DURING EXHIBITION WEEK DUE TO THE ELECTRICAL CAPACITY OF THE TRAILER PARK**

DOGS ARE ALLOWED IN TRAILER PARK UNDER CONTROL OF THE OWNER AND MUST BE ON A LEASH AT ALL TIMES. IF THERE ARE ANY PROBLEMS, THE OWNERS WILL BE REQUIRED TO REMOVE THE DOG IMMEDIATELY. LIVESTOCK IS NOT PERMITTED IN TRAILER PARK.

Entrance from the Trailer Park, to the Exhibition grounds will be at the Pedestrian Gate at the South end of the 4-H Barn. The main Gate is now a “Vehicle Only” entrance and exhibitors are requested to use the ticket entrances during open hours.
LIVESTOCK EXHIBITOR PASSES
Oxen, Light Horse, Heavy Horse and Beef & Dairy Exhibitors will receive a free “Exhibitor Appreciation Bracelet”. Only 1 bracelet will be given to each exhibitor, regardless of how many entries he/she may have. These are bracelets only, and must be worn by the exhibitor. The sole purpose of this bracelet is to provide the livestock exhibitor free admission for him/herself. These bracelets are not transferable to anyone else. No substitution for day passes, or weekly punch passes, will be permitted. Horse and Oxen exhibitors can still purchase one weekly Exhibitor bracelet pass per head of livestock @ $18.00 each. Beef and Dairy Exhibitors will receive one free exhibitor bracelet per herd, and can purchase one weekly Exhibitor bracelet for every three head of cattle exhibited. Poultry exhibitors are excluded; no passes are available as care is provided by the Exhibition. If for any reason an exhibitor already qualified for free admission (i.e. 4-H) no free bracelet will be issued.

RESERVED PARKING: The cost is $25.00 for the week; vehicles must have their Vehicle Pass ticket.

ENTRIES: ALL LIVESTOCK ENTRIES WILL CLOSE ON FRIDAY, JUNE 30, 2017, at 4:30 p.m. Entry Forms should include pre-payment of any weekly passes, trailer park fees or vehicle passes. These tickets and passes can then be picked up at the office upon your arrival on the grounds without any delay to you, after the livestock is stalled in the barns. Certificates (not weekly passes) will be issued to be turned in for passes or bracelets. Exhibitors must come to the office, in person, to receive a bracelet.

ILLEGAL USE OF WRIST BANDS. Wrist Bands will be examined at the gates and any alterations in any manner will mean the confiscation of the Wrist Band. If an Exhibitor is involved, then the matter will be brought to the attention of the Exhibition Board of Directors for additional action.

DRUG MEDICATIONS
RANDOM DRUG TESTING - Random drug testing can be done at the South Shore Exhibition on any or all livestock. When becoming an exhibitor and participating in the South Shore Exhibition you automatically agree to allowing your animal to be tested, if required. Drug tests are performed by a licensed veterinary and proper protocol will be followed. When the veterinary performs the test, there will be an Exhibition Director present to assure proper procedures are followed. The veterinary will be allowed a maximum of 3 attempts to draw blood for the animal being tested after which time the test will be deemed incomplete. The exhibitor must be present during the testing procedure. Drug testing will be carried out randomly on any horses or oxen participating in competitions where speed or excessive strength is required. The exhibitor of an animal being tested will have their prize check held until the blood test results are received. The blood samples will be sent in directly after the last test is complete the results should be received within 2 to 3 weeks. A blood sample found to contain a banned substance will result in the owner and/or exhibitor being barred from any future participation at the South Shore Exhibition for no less than five (5) years and their prize money forfeited.

Caffeine and Lasix’s continue to be included to the list of banned substances
No animal shall be shown in any Class at the South Shore Exhibition if it has been administered in any manner any forbidden substance, such as a stimulant, depressant tranquillizer or local anaesthetic which might affect the performance of an animal (stimulants and depressants are defined as medications which stimulate or depress the circulatory, respiratory or central nervous systems). Also, prohibited are any drugs, regardless of how harmless or innocuous they might be, which by their very nature might make or screen the presence of the aforementioned prohibited drugs, or prevent or delay testing procedures. Full use of modern therapeutic measures for the improvement and protection of the health of the animal including phenylbutazone is permitted, unless the drug given also may stimulate or depress the circulatory, respiratory or central nervous system. Vet Certificate is required. EXHIBITORS ARE CAUTIONED AGAINST THE USE OF MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND TONICS OF ANY KIND, THE INGREDIENTS AND QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF WHICH ARE NOT SPECIFICALLY KNOWN, AS MANY OF THEM CONTAIN FORBIDDEN SUBSTANCE. Any owner who administers, instructs, aids, conspires with another to administer or employs anyone who administers or attempts to administer a forbidden substance to an animal after arrival at the South Shore Exhibition shall be subject to the penalties provided below.
OWNER PENALTIES:
Any owner and/or exhibitor of an animal testing positive for these drugs or any other performance enhancing drug will be immediately barred from any further participation at the Exhibition for a period of five (5) years and will have their prize money forfeited. Any Exhibitor found guilty of selling these drugs or providing them free of charge, will also be barred as listed above. Random drug testing could be authorized by Management to anyone believed to have administered illegal drugs during Exhibition Week.


LIGHT HORSE

Director: Roddie Benoit – 902-521-8499
Show Secretary: Heather Strickland,
Judge: John McAssey

Entries will be posted as they are received.

FOR THE PURPOSE OF THE EXHIBITION, THE LIGHT HORSE PROGRAM WILL BE CONSIDERED AS A STOCK HORSE SHOW. PLEASE NOTE THAT THE LIGHT HORSE PROGRAM HAS A SEPARATE ENTRY FORM. ENTRIES WILL CLOSE FRIDAY, JUNE 30, 2017 AT 4:30 PM. (OR UNTIL BARN IS FULL) ENTRY FEES ARE $5.00 FOR HORSES AND PONIES AND MUST ACCOMPANY AN ENTRY FORM, OTHERWISE THE ENTRY WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED UNTIL PAID.

NO STALLS WILL BE ALLOTED UNTIL YOUR TOTAL FEES ARE PAID. NSF CHEQUES WILL VOID YOUR ENTRY AND CAUSE YOU TO LOSE YOUR STALL PLACEMENT

Entry fees are paid out in Prize Money so they are HST exempt. Light Horse Exhibitors are required to use a separate Entry Form for each horse/pony entered.

RULES AND REGULATIONS

1. All General Rules and Regulations apply unless otherwise stated.

2. Along with the General Entry Fee, there is a Class Fee for each class entered and it is stated in the Prize Book. The fee per class may vary due to the type of class and prizes awarded. Once paid, fees will not be refunded for not showing in the class.

3. IMPORTANT INFORMATION:
Entries will close for the Light Horse Program on Friday, June 30, 2017 at 4:30 pm. After that date, Post-Entry Fees will apply. Post Entries will be accepted up to the start of classes each day for the classes taking place that day only. (Example: if the class you wish to post-enter is on Thursday, you must register for the class before the classes begin on Thursday) The Post-Entry Fee will be double the regular class fee. There will be no switching classes from one entry to another.

4. Horses ages are calculated as of January 1st, and must be shown on the entry form.
5. Youth Riders 18 years and under as of January 1st. Parent signature is also required on the entry form for these riders. Birth date and the age of the youth should be stated on the entry form.

6. It is advised that horses be vaccinated against the following diseases: Influenza, Rhyno, and Tetanus.

7. Horses deemed to be in ill health, poor condition, unsound or of inferior character will be barred from competing at this show. No substitute animal will be allowed on the grounds unless approved by the Director in charge and Management. No animal can leave the grounds without the permission of the Director in charge.

8. There are to be no renovations to the stalls in barn without consent of a Director in charge. Exhibitors are required to supply safe and proper fastenings for the livestock entered. Exhibitors are required to keep their stall area neat and tidy or prize money may be reduced or forfeited.

9. **STALL DECORATIONS** - Because AIR FLOW is an issue in the Light Horse Barn, decorations may only be to 18 inches up from the top of the stall. That means **no big signs hanging above the stalls or protruding out into the aisle way**. Signs can be affixed to the front of the stall or the door of the stall. If you are not sure if your decoration is appropriate – call and check before you put it up.

10. **BOX STALLS** will be allotted on a first-come, first-serve basis. For box stalls please state whether you would like an inside or outside box stall. Stall Fees for the week: Box Stall - Box stalls are available inside the barn or in the outside stalls. Box Stall fees $60.00 per week. Straight stalls are $10.00 for the week, if available.

11. **CLASS SIZE** - Any class with less than 5 entries may be run for ribbons only or the class may be cancelled. The decision will be made by the Director in charge and the decision made available at the Show Ring Office a half hour before the class. Exhibitors are required to let the Show Ring Office know before each class if they are scratching from the class so not to hold the class up.

12. Patterns for classes will be posted at least one hour before the start of the class. Exhibitors who are off course or pattern will be disqualified at the discretion of the judge.

13. Horses/Ponies must be under control at all times. Any entry felt to be not under control will be asked to leave the ring.

14. In all timed events, horses are urged to enter and leave the ring at a walk. Rider’s headgear must be in place throughout the run.

15. The warm-up ring is off limits during class times, except for the horses competing in the next class. No lunging is permitted during class times in the warm-up ring due to limited space.

16. All Exhibitors must have $1,000,000 Third Party Public Liability Insurance. This may be obtained from your Insurance Broker. **Proof of Insurance must be attached to the Entry Form or Entry will not be processed.**

17. **BIT RULE**: At the discretion of the Judge or Ring Master, bits may be checked. For the purpose of the Exhibition we will follow the bit rules as stated in the American Quarter Horse rule book. A copy of this book is available in the Show Ring office.

18. Horses must enter in at least 5 classes, excluding halter, or entry will not be accepted.

19. Lame Horses - Exhibitors are asked not to ride/exhibit a horse/pony that turns up lame. If you continue to show a horse that is lame, you may be asked to leave the ring by the judge.

20. A CSA approved helmet must be worn by riders 18 years of age or under as of January 1st in all classes and at all times while riding a horse on Exhibition property.
21. **EXHIBITORS CAUSING A DISTURBANCE **BY ORDER OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS** any exhibitor found to be causing a disturbance, acting inappropriately, or acting in a manner unbecoming to an exhibitor, will be disqualified and asked to leave the Exhibition immediately. This action will result in forfeiting any prize money owed, and such exhibitor will be barred from further participation for a period of 3 years.

22. **TACK BOXES:** EXHIBITORS ARE REMINDED THAT THE ALLEY WAY IN THE BARN IS NARROW AND TACK BOXES OFTEN TAKE UP MUCH OF THE ROOM. MANAGEMENT REQUIRE THAT TACK BOXES BE NO WIDER THAN 2 FEET AS NOT TO BLOCK THE ALLEY WAY. ONLY ONE TACK BOX PER STALL PLEASE.

23. For safety reasons there is to be no tacking up or preparing the horses in the main aisle of the Light Horse Barn. **All horses must be led from the barn to the ring.** Riders should mount their horses either in the ring or on the partitioned roadway behind the show office.

24. Any questions concerning the judge’s ruling shall be made through the Show Secretary.

25. Random drug testing may be performed on light horses starting in 2012. Any blood sample found to contain a banned substance will result in the owner and/or exhibitor being barred from any future participation in the South Shore Exhibition for no less than five (5) years.

**2017 CLASS LIST**

**OPEN REGISTERED HALTER**

Class Fee $4.00. Entries in Halter Classes must be entered in and compete in at least 5 other classes during this Exhibition The entry fees paid will comprise the prize money to be divided among the top three in each class unless otherwise stated. 1st - 50%, 2nd - 30%, 3rd - 20%. Trophy and Ribbon for overall Champion. Proof of registration to be shown.

Class #1 - Open Registered Halter Stallion  
Class #2 - Open Registered Halter Gelding  
Class #3 - Open Registered Halter Mare  
Champion and Reserve Champion Registered Halter Horse  
TROPHIES donated by: **SHUR GAIN FEEDS ’N NEEDS**

**OPEN GRADE HALTER**

Class Fee $4.00. Entries in Halter Classes must be entered in and compete in at least 5 other classes during this Exhibition The entry fees paid will comprise the prize money to be divided among the top three in each class unless otherwise stated. 1st - 50%, 2nd - 30%, 3rd - 20%. Trophy and Ribbon for overall Champion.

**Class #4 - OPEN GRADE HALTER**  
Champion and Reserve Champion Grade Halter Horse  
TROPHY donated by: **SHUR GAIN FEEDS ’N NEEDS**
OPEN PERFORMANCE CLASSES

Class Fee: $4.00.
PRIZE Money for open Performance Classes: 1st - $30.00, 2nd - $27.00, 3rd - $24.00, 4th - $20.00, 5th - $16.00

Class #5 - WESTERN PLEASURE #1. Horses to be presented in western tack and rider in western attire. To walk, jog, and lope both ways of the ring
SPONSORED by: EXIT REALTY INTERLAKE

Class #6 - WESTERN PLEASURE #2. Same rule as Western Pleasure #1
SPONSORED by: BRIDGEWATER FARMERS CO-OP

Class #7 - ENGLISH PLEASURE #1. To be shown at a flat-footed walk, normal trot and easy canter. Not to gallop. Light contact with the horse’s mouth, emphasis on manners, type, characteristics, and personal appointments to be appropriate to each breed. To be shown both ways of the ring.
TROPHY donated by: CHESTER HOME HARDWARE

Class #8 - ENGLISH PLEASURE #2. Same rule as English Pleasure #1
TROPHY donated by: SOUTH SHORE VETERINARY SERVICES

Class #9 – MAIDEN PLEASURE - Open to any horse/rider combination that in English or Western tack that has never won a pleasure class.
TROPHY donated by: ARBY’S RESTAURANT

Class 9A- Ranch Riding 1- The purpose of the ranch riding class is to show the horse as a pleasure to ride while also performing basic ranch manoeuvres. Each horse will work individually performing a pattern that will be posted prior to the class. For more information about Ranch Riding please visit the AQHA website at www.aqha.com
SPONSORED by: CAROL ANN DEMONE-SUNLIFE FINANCIAL ADVISOR

Class 9B- Ranch Riding 2- The purpose of the ranch riding class is to show the horse as a pleasure to ride while also performing basic ranch manoeuvres. Each horse will work individually performing a pattern that will be posted prior to the class. For more information about Ranch Riding please visit the AQHA website at www.aqha.com
SPONSORED by:

Class #10 - TRAIL. Horses to pass over and through obstacles as may be encountered on the trail. Course will be posted at least 1 hour before the Class. Western attire is mandatory. Each obstacle to receive a score.
TROPHY donated by: DANNY CAREY’S INSURANCE LTD.

Class #11 – REINING #1 Reining pattern to be followed will be posted at least one hour before the class. Horses to be shown in a stock saddle with a suitable western bit. Horses to be in an advanced stage of training and expected to do flying lead changes, spins and sliding stops.
TROPHY donated by: DAIRY QUEEN, BRIDGEWATER

Class #12 – REINING #2 Reining pattern to be followed will be posted at least one hour before the class. Horses to be shown in a stock saddle with a suitable western bit. Horses to be in an advanced stage of training and expected to do flying lead changes, spins and sliding stops.
SPONSORED BY: CIBC BRIDGEWATER
Class #13 – GREEN AS GRASS REINING  Open to any horse/rider combination who has never previously won the Green as Grass Reining Class or any Reining Class at a Reining Show or Exhibition. Pattern NRHA #2 with two spins and two hands permitted. Simple lead changes permitted.
SPONSORED BY:

Class #14 - MARITIME BRED. Proof of Maritime Breeding is required. Open to registered horses only. Class to be run as a pleasure class. May be shown either English or Western. After being judged under saddle, groom comes out, tack is removed and horses are judged on conformation. To be judged on: Performance 60%, Conformation 40%. Open to any horse bred in the Maritimes. Proof of breeding should accompany entry form.
SPONSORED by: BRIDGewater Farmer’s CO-OP

Class #15 - COMMAND CLASS. Open to any age horse and rider under English or Western tack. Required to walk, jog (trot), lope (canter) both ways of the ring. May be required to hand gallop. Rider eliminated for failing to follow Ring Master’s instructions.
SPONSORED by: DAYS INN BRIDGEWATER

Class #16 - HUNTER HACK. The hunter hack horse should move in the same style as a working hunter. Walk, trot, canter and hand gallop as required. Horses are first required to jump two fences 2 ft to 2 ft 6 inches, in height.
TROPHY donated by: BRIDGEWATER PHARMASAVE

Class #17 - ROAD HACK. Horses to be judged on walk trot, extended trot, canter, and hand gallop. No more than eight entries to hand gallop at one time. Emphasis on manners, type and way of going.
SPONSORED by: ALWAYS’S THERE AUTO GLASS

CHAMPION WESTERN PERFORMANCE HORSE
Classes for which points will be accumulated for Champion Western Performance Horse are: Western Pleasure 1 & 2, Western Pleasure Stake, Trail, Reining 1 & 2 and Command Class. Points to be awarded throughout the week from the above classes in the following manner: 1st - 5 points, 2nd - 4; 3rd - 3; 4th - 2, 5th - 1 (depending on the number of entries). In the event of a tie, horse with the highest placing to be determined the winner.
SPONSORED BY: JOUDREY APPRAISALS & CONSULTANTS LTD.

CHAMPION ENGLISH PERFORMANCE HORSE
Classes for which points will be accumulated for Champion English Performance Horse are: Road Hack, Hunter Hack, English Pleasure 1 & 2, English Pleasure Stake and Command Class. Points to be awarded throughout the week from the above classes in the following manner: 1st - 5 points, 2nd - 4; 3rd - 3; 4th - 2, 5th - 1 (depending on the number of entries). In the event of a tie, horse with the highest placing to be determined the winner.
SPONSORED BY: DANNY CAREY’S INSURANCE AGENCY

STAKE CLASSES

Class Fee $10.00 for each Stake Class entered to be added to the $100.00 added STAKE for overall placement.
Prize money for overall winners:  1st - 27%,  2nd - 23%,  3rd - 20%,  4th - 15%,  5th - 10%,  6th - 5%.

Class #18 - WESTERN PLEASURE STAKE. To be run as a Western Pleasure class.
SPONSORED BY: BRIDGEWATER FARMERS CO-OP

Class #19- COWBOY TRAIL STAKE - This class will be judged on the performance of the horse over obstacles with emphasis on manners, response to the rider and the quality of movement.
SPONSORED BY: BEZANSON’S AUCTIONEERING
Class #20 - ENGLISH PLEASURE STAKE. To be run as an English Pleasure class.  
SPONSORED BY: MCDONALD’S RESTAURANT

Class #21 - BARREL RACE STAKE. Class to be run the same as the Barrel Race Class.  
SPONSORED BY:

Class #22 - POLE BENDING STAKE. Class to be run the same as the Pole Bending Class.  
SPONSORED BY: MCDONALD’S RESTAURANT

Class #23 HEAD to HEAD POLE BENDING added $300.00  
SPONSORED by: LONE WOLF LOGGING  
Entry Fee 10.00, Run as 3D  
1D: $100 added 1st 50%, 2nd 30%, 3rd 20%  
2D: $100 added 1st 50%, 2nd 30%, 3rd 20%  
3D: $100 added 1st 50%, 2nd 30%, 3rd 20%  
Open to any competitor  
Two competitors will race at the same time on separate pole patterns.  
There will be a timer for each pole pattern course. Pole Bending rules will apply. Both competitors must enter the ring, horses nose must be on the fence to start and the whistle will sound to start the run.  
1st place awarded to the fastest pole pattern, this is called 1D. 2nd place awarded to the next fastest run, this is called 2nd place 1D. 2D is determined by adding 1 second to the 3rd place winning time in 1D, etc.

GYMKHANA CLASSES

Class Fee: $4.00 per class.  
Prize Money for Gymkhana Classes: 1st - $ 30.00  2nd - $27.00  3rd - $24.00  4th - $20.00  5th - $16.00  
A timer fee of $15.00 per horse will be charged for the entire division. Classes to be run in accordance to MBRA Rules.  
Exhibitors may run the gate at the rider’s discretion. Hats must be on throughout the run. A CSA approved helmet must be worn by all riders 18 years of age or under.

Class #24 - BARREL RACE #1 Rider must wear western attire and use western equipment. Horses to be timed on the nose - start and finish. Either barrel one or two may be taken first as long as the prescribed pattern is followed, otherwise disqualification will result. Contestant may, from riding position, hold a barrel from falling. If a barrel falls, 5 seconds will be added to the complete time.  
SPONSORED BY:

Class #25 - BARREL RACE #2 same rule as Barrel Race #1  
SPONSORED BY: JOHN W. FANCY TRUCKING

Class #26 QUALIFIED BARRELS FINALE - Top 15 competitors from Barrel 1, 2 and Barrel stake will be invited to compete in Saturday's Finale. Top 15 competitors will be posted Saturday morning. A $4.00 fee will be collected before the run and must be paid before the start of the class. This class will be pointed and will go towards the Champion Barrels.  
SPONSORED by: WAVES SEAFOOD & GRILL

Class #27 - POLE BENDING #1 Rider must wear western attire and use western equipment. Horses to be timed on the nose - start and finish. Five second penalty for knocking over a pole. Disqualification for turning a pole wrong or crossing the finish line before the course is finished  
SPONSORED by: R.A. CORKUM FUNERAL HOME LTD.
Class #28 - POLE BENDING #2  same rules as Pole Bending #1
TROPHY donated by: ACCESS STORAGE

Class #29 - QUALIFIED POLE BENDING FINALE - Top 15 competitors from Poles 1, 2 and Poles stake will be invited to compete in Saturday's Finale. Top 15 competitors will be posted Saturday morning. A $4.00 fee will be collected before the run and must be paid before the start of the class. This class will be pointed and will go towards the Champion Pole Bending.
SPONSORED by: DANNY CAREY’S INSURANCE AGENCY

Class #30 - NOVICE BARREL RACE - Same rules as Barrel Race. Open to horse/rider who has never placed first in a Gymkhana class before.
SPONSORED by: VALLEY TIRE

Class #31 – NOVICE POLE BENDING  Same rules as Pole Bending. Open to horse/rider who has never placed first in a Gymkhana class before.
SPONSORED by: COTTAGE INSPIRATIONS EMBROIDERY, Carol-Ann Demone & Kevin Crouse

CHAMPION GYMKHANA DIVISION

Champion Barrel: SOUTH SHORE VETERINARY
Champion Poles: MARITIME TRAVEL

Classes for which points will be accumulated for Champion Barrel are: Barrel Race 1, 2, & Barrel Stake. We will have barrel finale for last race where the top 15 competitors will compete. If you qualify for the top 15, you will have to pay the class fee of $4.00 which will be collected before the start of the finale.

Classes for which points will be accumulated for Champion Poles are: Poles Race 1, 2, & Pole Stake. We will have Pole bending finale for last race where the top 15 competitors will compete. If you qualify for the top 15, you will have to pay the class fee of $4.00 which will be collected before the start of the finale.

Points to be awarded throughout the week from the above classes in the following manner: 1st -5 points, 23rd - 4 points, 3rd-3 points, 4th- 2 points and 5th- 1 points (depending on the number of entries). In the event of a tie, horse with the highest placing to determine the winner.
EXTRA LIGHT HORSE CLASSES

Class Fee: $4.00. The entry fees paid will comprise the prize money to be divided among the top three in each class unless otherwise stated. These classes are for horses or ponies. 1st - 45%, 2nd - 35%, 3rd - 20%.

**Class #32 - BAREBACK DOLLAR** - Riders to ride horse bareback and to perform at the judge’s command.
TROPHY donated by: DAVIDSON INSURANCE

**Class #33- LEAD LINE** (English or Western). Horse to be ridden by a child 9 years of age or younger and to be lead by a responsible adult. Child who rides in this class is not eligible to compete in any other horse or pony riding class, including Walk-trot, during this exhibition. Handler will be expected to walk and jog the horse both ways of the ring and to back up. To be judged on suitability of the horse to the rider, basic seat position of the child and appointments. Horse must be shown in bridle with halter over it. Lead to be attached to the halter. (Suitability 60%, Seat 30%, Appointments 10%). Please include Date of Birth of child on the entry form.
SPONSORED by: BRIDGEWATER FARMERS CO-OP

**Class #34 - WALK/TROT** (11 years or younger, English or Western) Horse to be ridden by a child 11 years of age or younger as of January 1st. Child who rides in this class is not eligible to compete in any other horse or pony class, including Lead Line, during this Exhibition. Rider will be expected to walk and jog both ways of the ring and to back up. To be judged on suitability of the horse to the rider, basic seat position of the child and appointments. (Suitability 60%, Seat 30%, Appointments 10%). Please include Date of Birth of child on the entry form.
TROPHY donated by: MARSH ADJUSTMENT BUREAU LTD.

**Class #35 - EGG & SPOON** - Run as a command class. Riders to carry a spoon with an egg. Rider not allowed to touch egg once placed on the spoon.
TROPHY donated by: ACCESS STORAGE

**Class #36 – WALK TROT EGG & SPOON** - Run as a command class. Riders to carry a spoon with an egg. Rider not allowed to touch egg once placed on the spoon.
TROPHY donated by: ROBAR COUNTERTOPS

**Class #37 - MENS BARREL RACE** - same rules as Barrel Race #1
TROPHY donated by: BRIDGEWATER FARMERS CO-OP

**Class #38 - GIRLS BARREL RACE** - same rule as Barrel Race #1
SPONSORED by: ANGIE BROWN OF EXIT REALTY

**Class #39- COSTUME CLASS** - Judged on the uniqueness of costume.
TROPHY donated by: HENLEY CONSTRUCTION

**Class #40- FREESTYLE SHOWMANSHIP**- Showman to be judged on his or her ability to show his or her horse at halter to music. Music selection to be a maximum of three minutes. Routine must include all of the following manoeuvres at least once: 360 turn, 180 turn, walk, jog or trot, back up. Attire can be appropriate to your music (western attire is not mandatory). 50% of score is based on required moves and 50% on choreography, use of the ring, inventiveness. Only half of the ring will be used for this class.
TROPHY donated by: CHESTER HOME HARDWARE

**Class #41- PAIRS PLEASURE**- (English or Western) Horses should be matched as closely as possible with emphasis on working together at all gates. Riders should be lady and gent, but not necessarily. Judged as a matched pair with performance 60%, likeness, conformation and equipment 40%. Both horses must be officially entered.
TROPHY donated by:
Class #42- KEYHOLE RACE- Riders to guide their horse into the keyhole, turn around and race out without touching the lines. Run as a timed event.  
TROPHY donated by:

Class #43- JACK BENNY PLEASURE- Open to any horse to be shown in English or Western tack ridden by a rider 40 years of age or older. Rider does not have to be competing in any other classes at the exhibition.  
TROPHY donated by:

Class #44- JACK BENNY BARREL RACE- Open to riders 40 years of age or older, must wear western attire and use western equipment. Horses to be timed on the nose - start and finish. Either barrel one or two may be taken first as long as the prescribed pattern is followed, otherwise disqualification will result. Contestant may, from riding position, hold a barrel from falling. If a barrel falls, 5 seconds will be added to the complete time. Rider does not have to be competing in any other classes at the exhibition.  
TROPHY donated by:

**YOUTH CLASSES (13 years & under)**

Class Fee $4.00. Open to riders 13 years of age or younger, as of January 1st. Prize money for Youth Classes 13 & under:  
1st - $25.00, 2nd - $22.00, 3rd - $19.00, 4th - $15.00, 5th - $11.00. Entries in Youth 13 & under Barrels and Poles must also pay a $5.00 Timer Fee for these classes if they are not entered in the regular Gymkhana classes for the week. A CSA approved helmet must be worn by riders 18 years of age or under as of January 1st. A helmet is not required for showmanship or halter classes.

Class #45 - YOUTH SHOWMANSHIP 13 years & under (English or Western) Showman to be judged on his/her ability to show his or her horse. Showman must be properly attired.  
TROPHY donated by: SCOTIABANK

Class #46 - YOUTH WESTERN PLEASURE 13 years & under Same Rules as Western Pleasure.  
SPONSORED by: HENLEY CONSTRUCTION

Class #47 - YOUTH ENGLISH PLEASURE 13 years & under Same Rules as English Pleasure.  
TROPHY donated by: SHUR GAIN FEEDS ‘N NEEDS

Class #48 - YOUTH WESTERN EQUITATION 13 years & under Rider to be judged on his or her ability to ride.  
TROPHY donated by: SCOTIABANK

Class #49 - YOUTH ENGLISH EQUITATION 13 years & under Rider to be judged on his or her ability to ride.  
$25 GIFT CERT. donated by:

Class #50 - YOUTH TRAIL HORSE 13 years & under same rules as Trail Horse.  
TROPHY donated by: SHUR GAIN FEEDS ‘N NEEDS

Class #51 - YOUTH BARREL RACE 13 years & under Same Rules as Barrel Race.  
TROPHY donated by: DELONG FARMS

Class #52 - YOUTH POLE BENDING 13 years & under Same Rules as Pole Bending.  
TROPHY donated by: WAYNE & HEATHER STRICKLAND

CHAMPION YOUTH 13 & UNDER  
Points accumulated from all the Youth 13 & under Classes above with points awarded as follows:  
1st - 5, 2nd - 4, 3rd - 3, 4th - 2, 5th - 1 (depending on the number of entries).  
In the event of a tie, horse or pony with the highest placing to be determined the winner.  
SPONSORED by: GREENHAWK EQUESTRIAN SPORT
**YOUTH CLASSES (14 - 18 years)**

Class Fee: $4.00. Open to riders 14 -18 years of age as of January 1st. Prize money for Youth Classes 14 - 18: 1st - $30.00, 2nd - $27.00, 3rd - $24.00, 4th - $20.00, 5th - $16.00.

Entries in Youth 14 – 18 yrs. entered in Barrels and Poles must also pay a $5.00 Timer Fee for these classes if they are not entered in the regular Gymkhana classes for the week. A CSA approved helmet must be worn by riders 18 years of age or under of January 1st. A helmet is not required for showmanship or halter classes.

**Class # 53- YOUTH 14 – 18 SHOWMANSHIP** - (English or Western) Showman to be judged on his/her ability to show his/ her horse. Showman must be properly attired.
SPONSORED by: **The NODDING GROUP**

**Class #54 - YOUTH 14 – 18 WESTERN PLEASURE** - Same rules as Western Pleasure.
SPONSORED by: **CARROLLS SOUTH SHORE**

**Class #55 - YOUTH 14 – 18 ENGLISH PLEASURE** - Same rules as English Pleasure
SPONSORED by:

**Class #56 - YOUTH 14 – 18 WESTERN EQUITATION** - Rider to be judged on his or her ability to ride.
SPONSORED by: **GOW’S HOME HARDWARE**

**Class #57 - YOUTH 14 – 18 ENGLISH EQUITATION** - Rider to be judged on his or her ability to ride.
SPONSORED by: **CARROLLS SOUTH SHORE**

**Class #58 - YOUTH 14 – 18 TRAIL HORSE** - Same rules as Trail horse
$25 GIFT CERT by: **DARLENE CROUSE**

**Class #59 - YOUTH 14 – 18 BARREL RACE** - Same rules as Barrel Race
SPONSORED by: **SCOTIABANK**

**Class #60 - YOUTH 14 – 18 POLE BENDING** - Same rules Pole Bending
SPONSORED by: **BUCK’S HOME BUILDING CENTRE**

**CHAMPION YOUTH 14 – 18**
Points accumulated from all the Youth 14 – 18 Classes above with points awarded as follows: 1st-5 points, 2nd -4, 3rd - 3, 4th - 2, 5th - 1 (depending on the number of entries in each class). In the event of a tie, horse with the highest placing to be determined the winner.
SPONSORED by: **GREENHAWK HARNESS & EQUESTRIAN SUPPLIES**
AMATEUR CLASSES

Class Fee: $4.00. Open to competitors 19 years of age or older as of January 1st, who have not shown, judged, trained, coached or assisted in showing a horse for money. In regards to this show, an amateur may show a leased or loaned horse. Status in special cases will be the Director’s discretion keeping in mind the intent of an Amateur Division. Prize money for Amateur Classes: 1st - $30.00, 2nd - $27.00, 3rd - $24.00, 4th - $20.00, 5th - $16.00. Entries in Amateur Barrels & Poles must also pay a $5.00 Timer Fee for these classes if not already paid in the open Gymkhana division for the week.

Class #61- AMATEUR SHOWMANSHIP (English or Western) Showman to be judged on his or her ability to show his or her horse. Showman must be properly attired.
SPONSORED by: EXIT REALTY INTERLAKE

Class #62- AMATEUR WESTERN PLEASURE - Same Rules as Western Pleasure
SPONSORED by: The NODDING GROUP

Class #63 - AMATEUR ENGLISH PLEASURE - Same Rules as English Pleasure
SPONSORED by: SOUTH SHORE VETERINARY SERVICES

Class #64 - AMATEUR WESTERN EQUITATION - Rider to be judged on his or her ability to ride.
SPONSORED by: ANGIE BROWN OF EXIT REALTY

Class 65- AMATEUR ENGLISH EQUITATION - Rider to be judged on his or her ability to ride.
SPONSORED by: SOUTH SHORE VETERINARY SERVICES

Class #66- AMATEUR TRAIL - Same rules as Trail Horse
SPONSORED by:

CHAMPION AMATEUR - Points accumulated from all the Amateur Classes above with points awarded as follows: 1st - 5 points, 2nd - 4, 3rd - 3, 4th - 2, 5th - 1 (depending on the number of entries in each class). In the event of a tie, horse with highest placing to be determined the winner.
SPONSORED by: MCINNIS QUARTER HORSES

WALK-TROT DIVISION

Class Fee: $4.00. Any horse and rider combination entered in the Walk Trot Division is not eligible to ride in another division. Riders showing in a snaffle must use two hands, shank bit are required to use one hand. The Director and show committee will monitor this Division.
Prize Money for Novice Classes: 1st - $25.00, 2nd - $22.00, 3rd - $19.00, 4th - $15.00, 5th - $11.00.

Class #67 – WALK TROT SHOWMANSHIP (English or Western) Showman to be judged on his or her ability to show his or her horse. Showman must be properly attired.
SPONSORED by: RIVER PUB

Class #68 – WALK TROT PLEASURE: Same Rules as Western and English Pleasure but Walk, Jog (Trot) only
SPONSORED by:
Class #69 - WALK TROT EQUITATION: Rider to be judged on his or her ability to ride but Walk, Jog (Trot) only.
TROPHY donated by: HIMMELMAN'S TROPHY & GIFTS

Class #70 - WALK TROT TRAIL: Horses to pass over and through obstacles as may be encountered on the trail.
SPONSORED by: DAYS INN BRIDGEWATER

Class #71 - WALK TROT BARRELS: Same Rule as Barrel Race #1, 5 second penalty if horse breaks into lope on the
first break (a break is no more than 2 strides) and disqualification if horse breaks into lope again.
SPONSORED by:

CHAMPION
Points accumulated from all the Classes above with points awarded as follows: 1st - 5 points, 2nd - 4, 3rd - 3, 4th - 2,
5th - 1 (depending on the number of entries in each class). In the event of a tie, horse with the highest placing to be
determined the winner.
SPONSORED by: MARITIME TRAVEL BRIDGEWATER
ENTRY DEADLINE: FRIDAY June 30, 2017, at 4:30 pm.
Competitors running in this division are not eligible for regular Exhibition classes unless entered for the entire week.
Please read all GENERAL RULES and HORSE SHOW REGULATIONS as pertaining to the South Shore Exhibition.
All classes will to be run under the MBRA Rules and Regulations. Participants must be a member of MBRA and in Good Standing.

STABLING - STALLS $25.00 for this division.

TRAILER SPACE - as available. Please advise on the entry form and we will do our best to try to accommodate you.
PARKING - Horse trailers to be parked in the lower Stock Trailer Park. Vehicles will be accommodated as space permits

LATE ENTRIES: Any entry postmarked later than June 30, 2017, 4:30 pm, will be considered post entries and charged an additional $30.00 late entry fee and will only be accepted if space is available.

CLASS LIST
BARREL RACING DIVISION - $3000.00
SPONSORED by RAM
Exhibitors may run the gate at their own discretion.
$50.00 Entry Fee
MBRA RAM BARREL RACE #1
MBRA RAM BARREL RACE #2
MBRA RAM BARREL RACE #3
Pay out of Prize Money as per MBRA Rules.

POLE BENDING DIVISION - $600.00
SPONSORED by THE BIG EX
$40.00 Entry Fee + $10.00 added stake per class. Total $60.00.
POLE BENDING #1
POLE BENDING #2
Pay out of Prize Money as per MBRA Rules.

OPEN PONY DIVISION
TROPHIES donated by: DANNY CAREY'S INSURANCE AGENCY
Trophy & Ribbon Classes only.
Enter fee of $5.00 for the 4 MBRA Pony Classes.
DANNY CAREY INSURANCE AGENCY- PONY BARREL RACE #1
DANNY CAREY INSURANCE AGENCY- PONY POLE BENDING #1
DANNY CAREY INSURANCE AGENCY- PONY BARREL RACE #2
DANNY CAREY INSURANCE AGENCY- PONY POLE BENDING #2

OPEN PONY CHAMPION DIVISION
SPONSORED by: ROADDIE BENOIT EQUINE SERVICES

MBRA & RAM RODEO
-A Maritime tradition that has stood the test of time-
mbra@maritimebarrelracing.com